Henrik Ibsen’s plays came at a pivotal moment in late nineteenth-century European modernity. They engaged his public through a strategic use of metaphors of house and home, which resonated with experiences of displacement, philosophical homelessness, and exile. The most famous of these metaphors – embodied by the titles of his plays *A Doll’s House*, *Pillars of Society*, and *The Master Builder* – have entered into mainstream Western thought in ways that mask the full force of the reversals Ibsen performed on notions of architectural space. Analyzing literary and performance-related reception materials from Ibsen’s lifetime, Mark Sandberg concentrates on the interior dramas of the playwright’s prose-play cycle, drawing also on his selected poems. Sandberg’s close readings of texts and cultural commentary present the immediate context of the plays, provide new perspectives on them for international readers, and reveal how Ibsen became a master of the modern uncanny.
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7 *Dukkestue* used in the Norwegian Folk Museum’s display of “The Doll’s House 1879” interior in the *Wessels gate* 15 exhibit. Dollhouse created by a watchmaker in Kristiansand in the 1860s. Dimensions: H 53.5” × W 34.5” × D 15”. Source: Norwegian Folk Museum. Photographer: Anne-Lise Reinsfelt.
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8 Swedish _dockskåp_ from the 1860s–70s, from the display of dollhouses at the Nordic Museum. Dimensions: H 50” × W 44” × D 14.5”. Source: Nordic Museum (Stockholm). Photographer: Peter Segemark.


13 Betty Hennings posed in a studio actress portrait as Hilde Wangel in hiking clothes, as described in Act Two of _The Master Builder_. Production: Royal Theater (Copenhagen), prem. March 8, 1893. Owner: Theater Collection, National Library of Norway. (Photo is likely not original to the Daniel George Nyblin studio, whose photo frame surrounds the image.)


15 Close-up of the base of the Pillar of Shame. Author photo.
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Preliminary note to text

There are two authoritative editions of Ibsen’s writings, the Samlede Verker edition (the so-called Hundreårsværtgave, or Centenary Edition), published in 1928–57, and the more recent comprehensive Henrik Ibsens Skrifter (Henrik Ibsen’s Writings), published by Aschehoug in collaboration with the University of Oslo in 2005–10. The latter is used here as the default source for cited material from Ibsen’s plays, poems, and letters and is the platform used for my translations into English as well. Since the references to Henrik Ibsens Skrifter are frequent, they will be abbreviated as “HIS” with volume and page number in both the notes and the bibliography. Moreover, since each volume comes in two parts, one for text and one for commentary, that information will be indicated as well (e.g., as 7.1 or 7.2). The earlier Hundreårsværtgave edition of Ibsen’s works has not been made obsolete by the new critical edition, however, and individual volumes will occasionally be cited here in shortened references, especially for information about play drafts and for textual and historical commentary at appropriate junctures.

Because of space considerations, it is not possible to provide full original citation material in Norwegian, the other Scandinavian languages, and German throughout the main text. However, since the argument here often revolves around nuance of usage and repeated patterns of discourse and metaphor, there are many moments where original terminology is essential and has been provided in brackets or in footnotes as a courtesy to those familiar with those languages. This seems especially important when the primary-source material might be less familiar. I have tried to keep interruptions of this sort to a minimum to facilitate reading flow, but I see some original language as necessary to the project.